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Lilies For Easter Plastic Film Progress
James Boodley
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The lateness of Easier, April 17, 1960 this year means
that not as much time should he needed for forcing the
crop into hloom. Warm outdoor temperatures and high
light intensities in the final stages of growth will have the
greatest effect on when and how the crop finishes. The
liming schedule offered is merely a guide to help you de
termine how closely your crop is on schedule.

Disease Prevention

A preplanting bulh dip can be used if desired. At
present Cornell neither recommends nor discourages the
inclusion of a bulb dip in the cultural program. Good re
sults have been obtained by research workers in Califor
nia with the following treatment: Dip the bulbs for 30
minutes in a solution of 2 cups captan, parzale or fermate,
plus ]/| cup Terraclor, plus 1/i cup Agrimycin 1.00 dis
solved in 5 gallons of water.

A well-drained soil that is impossible to overwaler
coupled with at least one-inch of coarse sand or gravel in
the bottom of the pot is the most important requisite in
prevention of root-rot diseases.

Culture

Precooled Croft lily bulbs can be potted up in late De
cember and placed on the bench in a 60°F. night tempera-
lure greenhouse. Ace lilies usually require 10 to 14 days
longer than Croft to develop so they should be potted
earlier. Place ihe top of the bulb l'/G to 2 inches below
the level of the soil surface to stimulate stem root action.

Soil

A basic mixture of V5 soil, % peat and y3 coarse sand
will drain well. If your soil is heavy belter drainage may
be obtained by using a mixture of 9 parts soil, 6 peat, 4
sand and 2 parts horticultural perlite. This is essentially a
1-1-1 mix. Sandy soils will not need as much sand as
indicated.

The nutrient content of the soil should be low to

medium so that developing roots will not be damaged. A
pH of 6.5 to 7.0 is recommended. Use ground limestone
to raise the pH if needed.

Coarse sand, pea gravel or broken crockery should be
placed in the bottom of the pot to a depth of % inches.

All pots, gravel, crockery and the benches pots go on
should be steam sterilized to eliminate disease. Generally
steam sterilizing of the soil has proved of value, but the
results have not been consistently in favor of steaming.

In no instance should lilies follow poinsellias without
first steaming the bench to kill disease organisms.

(Continued on page 2)
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The aims of this study are primarily to evaluate plastic
materials for use in covering greenhouses. It is difficult to
decide when to present results of tests because of the
rapidity with which new plastics are being released. The
primary consideration, of course, in this study was the
length of time a material would stand up under normal
outside conditions. Other factors were observed such as

light transmission, ease of application, temperature reac
tion of the film, affinity for dirt, etc.

In September 1957, all of the 1955 test materials were
removed and seven materials were put into test. At that
time, these were the ones that appeared to have the most
promise for this use. Polyethylene was used as a base for
comparison.

Each plastic treatment was a 4 x 1.0 foot panel and each
treatment was replicated 3 times (Figure 1). An inner
layer of I mil clear vinyl was cemented to the underside
of each panel on all treatments (IVs" air space between
layers). All treatment panels were randomized on the
Southside of the test house.

Results
Table 1 shows the lengths of time in months the vari

ous plastic films lasted.

Table 1.—A comparison of the various plastic films
under outside conditions. The films were

applied September 15, 1957.

Type Thickness
in mils

Polyethylene 4
Polyflex 230 10
Clear Vinyl 6
Rucoam (Vinyl) 4
KDAA 2817

(Vinyl) 4
Cellulose Acetate

Butyrate 10 24+*
Mylar 200A 2 24+**
* Two of three panels shattered October 15, 1959.
* One panel broke out November 1, 1959.

Polyethylene was the first material to break down and
this occurred in about 11 months. (September to August).
However, bear in mind that this does not mean Polyethy
lene will last 11 months under all circumstances. One

summer (June to August) will break down this film
whereas the life is considerably longer from October to
May. This is due to the greater intensity of ultra violet

(Continued on page 2)
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in months
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rigure 1. The Cornell Panel house, showing the panels which were covered with the various plastic films,

Plastic Films

(Continued from page 1)

during the summer months which causes the break down
of (he plastic. Growers in New York who use removable
panels from April 1st to June 1st got their third season
out of Polyethylene this year.

Cold and shock tests were conducted on panels which
had been exposed all summer. These tests were completed
m late October. Panels were subjected to temperatures
down to minus 40°F. Where plastic greenhouses will be
<'\posed fluting the summer, and left exposed to cold New
York winters, many materials will fail. Polyethylene,
which will fail from summer ultra-violet exposures, how
ever, was resistant to these extreme cold temperatures if
it had not been exposed to the summer sun. Vinyls and
butyrates become brittle and will crack in the extreme
cold, especially after summer exposure. Mylar held up in
these cold and shock tests even after being exposed to the
summer sunlight. Plastics on unhealed houses are more
subject to cracking through the winter than on healed
houses.

Thin Fiber Glass materials are now in our tests and
look good. Costs are being reduced somewhat, and this
material may make an entry into larger scale usage.

As these longer-life materials are released, better
methods of attachment to the framework will need to be
worked out. Simple stapling or covering with thin battens
will no longer hold. The staples or battens will rust and
rot before the plastic has deteriorated. Rust resistant nails
or staples are worth considering.

By and large, New York growers are successfully using
plastic greenhouses for many purposes. They are at pres
ent only temporary structures, but with the entry on the
market of these newer materials, they will likely become
more permanent.

Short Course
The Next Issue will contain

all of the details on the

Florists Short Course

Lilies
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Temperature and Fertilizers
Place the polled bulbs in the greenhouse at 60°F. night

temperatures and 70-75°F. day temperatures. Water the
pots well, but don't overwater during this important root
development stage.

Start fertilizing when the new shoots are 2-3 inches tall.
This is the stage of growth when the buds are forming
and good nutrient levels are important. Use nilrate of
soda or calcium nitrate al the rate of 1 pound per 50 gal
lons of water every 14 to 18 days. If the soil pH gels over
7.2 use ammonium sulphate at the same rate for an appli
cation or two to bring it down.

A mixture of 3 ounces of ammonium sulphate and 12
ounces of nitrate of soda per 50 gallons of water will give
you a fertilizer that is about neutral in reaction.

Timing
February 4-6: Sort the plants. Place slow ones in a

warm location to speed up growth. Space the plants well
and give them as much light as possible. Crowding the
plants and low light intensity or shading from dirty glass,
gutters or dirty roof bars cause undue stretching.

March 1-3: You should be able to feel the buds.

March 8-10: Buds should be about ',/> inch long.
March 30: Buds fully developed, being held.
April 6: Buds whitish, fully developed, being held.
April 13: Plants should be ready for sale.
Plants that develop too early for Easier can be stored

two weeks at 38-40°F. without lights. Water the soil well
and put the first plants into storage when the earliest bud
is jusl ready to crack open. Mist-spray the plants with
zineb I >/•_• pound per 100 gallons of water) prior to stor
age as a protection against bolrytis. Remove the plants
one day before full bloom is desired.

Insect Control

Aphids are the lily growers most troublesome insect.
Control is simple and effective with the use of demeton
(SystoxL A solution consisting of one pint of 23% Sys-
tox emulsifiable solution in 100 gallons of water should
be applied at the time the lilies are six inches tall. Make
the application the same as a watering. One treatment is

{Continued on page 3)
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Short Takes
Jim Boodley

Tuberous begonia seeds sown now will produce
heavy plants for next summers early sales. Use one pari
leaf mold, one part peal moss, two parts sand, as a prop
agating medium, making sure that it is well drained. A
lemperature of 65 to 70° F. is necessary for good germina
tion of these seeds. Tuberous begonias can be started later
if the plants are grown from tubers or tuber divisions.

* -x- ft •::- * *

Here is an interesting item that someone might like
to duplicate. This steam-sterilizing potting bench is used
by Kurt Weiss of Otto Mullers in East Meadow, Long
Island. He steams his soil, pots, flats, shovels, etc., right on
the bench by raising the sides and putting a tarpaulin
over the top. In this way, he has a sterile potting bench
and everything else that is used is sterilized also. Our
thanks to Harry Fries for sending this one in.

Keep close check on the azaleas in storage and do not
let them dry out. The water requirements of azaleas in
storage are not as great as when they are actively growing
in the greenhouse, however, they are much more sensitive
to deficiencies and accesses of water. Be sure that the
plants are not allowed to dry out while in storage other
wise, severeleaf drop may occur. Do not keep them overly
wet, either, as the same situation may occur. If the plants
are being held for late forcing, and they are stored in a
cool greenhouse, be sure to use some shade on the house
to prevent reddening of the foliage and leaf drop. Check
the plants occasionally to see that no insect pests may be
present. Although the insects may not be feeding as vig
orously as they would in a greenhouse, they will still be
doing damage. Use appropriate materials if you should
find any on the plants.

-X- * ft * ft *

We keep hammering on the same theme, but a re
minder is always helpful, nevertheless. If the shading
compound has not been thoroughly cleaned from the
glass, get out and do it now. Your plants will need all the
light that they can get for making good growth. Get the
house as clean as possible, as soon as possible.

Watch the watering on the poinsettias. Do not keep
them overly wet. since at this time they take longer to dry

out than they did earlier in the season. Over-watering is
conducive to root rot. Keep the temperatures up also and
do not try to run them cool, as this is dangerous. An ab
solute minimum of 62° is needed and 65° is a better min

imum night temperature to maintain. Nitrogen fertiliza
tion is important now that buds have set and bract devel
opment will be taking place. Good nitrogen levels impart
a bright red color to the bracts and make the plants more
desirable than starved looking poinsettias.

Flashing Light
At the Connecticut Florists Short Course it was re

ported by Dr. Sid Waxman that two seconds of light
every minute during the night would keep chrysanthe
mums vegetative. The response of the plants to the flash
ing light was the same as those which were given four
hours of light in the middle of the night. Assuming ap
proximately a twelve hour dark period, this would mean
about 24 minutes of light or electricity per night as com
pared to 240 minutes, a saving of about %0.

This would also mean that you would need about Vqq
of the amount of power coming into your greenhouse for
lighting of chrysanthemums. A special time could be con
structed that would allow, for example, with one normal
circuit the lighting of 30 benches. That is lighting one
bench for two seconds and moving to the second bench
and the third bench and so forth.

The saving appears to be very large. We are planning to
have a demonstration of this at the Florist Short Course
this January. We suggest that you try this on one bench
and see how it works. If you wish more information,
write to Professor Sid Waxman, Department of Horticul
ture. Connecticut University, Storrs, Connecticut, or to
us. R-W.L
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sufficient to last until the crop is sold provided you've left
at least % inches between the lop of the pot and the soil
surface to act as a water reservoir.

Aphids can also be controlled with sulfotepp (dithio)
smokes, lindane sprays or aerosols and malathion sprays
or aerosols. When spraying be sure to get the material
down into the growing tip as this is where the aphids are
located.

Remember, insecticides can kill you too so be sure to
follow the directions on ihe label and wear protective
clothing.

Miscellaneous

Proper temperature control will do more to determine
the finishing heights of lilies than any other factor. The
use of lights will speed maturity of the crop but does
cause undue stretching of the stems.

Should the bulbs arrive before you are ready to plant
do not store them al warm temperatures. Place the crate
in a 3540° refrigerator until ready to pot. Storage at
warmer temperatures nullifies the precooling effect.

For more on the miscellaneous factors affecting lilies
consult your New York State Flower Growers Bulletin
Number 155. November 1958.


